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St. Ives Battery

Commenced
Completed
Cost                  £
Map Reference
Position

Type
Ditch
Guns
Barrack Accom.
Present use

History

Disposal
Condition
Access

Sources

1856
1859
Unknown
242253
The Island (St.Ives Head)

Coast Battery
None
3
Guard House
Coast Guard look-out

Coastal battery

Sold to Local Authority before
WWII
Buggered
No problem

A battery for six guns occupied the site in Napoleonic times and was known as Lamprock Battery; it was
dismantled after 1815. As St. Ives Bay is the only anchorage between the Scilly Isles and Lundy Island it was
considered  important enough to erect a battery for three guns between 1856 and 1858; there was a
recommendation in 1858 to double the armament but this was never carried out. At the end of the 1880s the
capability of the battery was considered with a recommendation for it to be dismantled as its guns would be
ineffective against an attacking cruiser whose guns could ‘do a good deal of harm to St. Ives which would not
have resulted had the port remained entirely undefended’. However, the battery was retained as a work of
defence with the smooth-bore armament being removed and replaced by another 64pr. R.M.L. In the 1890s
the Royal Navy worked out a comprehensive strategy for the coast defences of the United Kingdom and
considered what places ought to be defended and on what scale those defences should be. It was decided that
the anchorage at St. Ives Bay would not be used by either warships or freighters. St. Ives itself was ‘only a
fishing village’ and Hayle was of little commercial importance so that provision of defences was not justified;
in 1895 the battery was disarmed and abandoned. 
Unlike the other Victorian battery sites at Fowey, Falmouth and Padstow, St. Ives was not reactivated and
re-armed in World War Two, no doubt because of its very exposed position. Instead a battery, initially for two
4-inch naval guns was built to cover St. Ives Bay but it was recessed behind St. Ives Head providing it with a
measure of cover from seaward gun fire.
The battery consists of a small loopholed guard house with an earth covered magazine behind; the three gun
positions were adjacent to the magazine facing seawards with two of the guns being mounted in small pits. It
is thought that on the landward side the battery was protected by a loopholed barrack block, demolished long
ago. The guard house is vacant, the two gun pits have been filled in for a flag staff and a rain gauge whilst the
remaining gun position sports a coast guard look-out, modern ‘developments’ with a total contempt for the
structure.
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1888 1 x 64 pr. R.M.L.
1 x 68pr. S.B.
1 x 8-inch S.B.

1891 2 x 64pr. R.M.L.
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